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How Many Mattresses?
Idea: making a set (The Princess and the Pea)

With this idea, youngsters count a set of mattresses for a princess! In advance, copy and cut out the programmed 
story slips provided so you have a class supply. Cut a variety of rectangles (mattresses) from patterned scrapbook 
paper and use a circle punch to make a class set of green circle cutouts (peas). Read aloud a traditional version of 
The Princess and the Pea. Then have each child glue a pea to the bottom of a 9" x 12" sheet of construction paper. 
Next, have her glue a desired stack of mattresses above the pea. Finally, encourage her to draw and cut out a 
princess and glue her to the top mattress. Next, prompt her to count her mattresses and then write her name and the 
number on a slip of paper. Have her attach the slip to her project. These look adorable displayed in the classroom!

/


___________________________________ put __________ 

mattresses on the bed, but the princess could still 

feel the pea.

___________________________________ put __________ 

mattresses on the bed, but the princess could still 

feel the pea.

___________________________________ put __________ 

mattresses on the bed, but the princess could still 

feel the pea.

___________________________________ put __________ 

mattresses on the bed, but the princess could still 

feel the pea.

Programmed Story Strips
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___________________________________ put __________ 

mattresses on the bed, but the princess could still 

feel the pea.



So Many Peas
Idea: beginning sound /p/ (The Princess and the Pea)

For this engaging game, cut out a copy of the cards provided and place them in a bag. Read aloud a classic version 
of the story The Princess and the Pea. Give each child a copy of the mat provided and allow her to color it, if 
desired. Also give each child access to green pom-poms (peas). Pull a card from the bag and name the picture. If 
the picture begins with /p/ like pea, have each child place a pea on her mat. Continue until all the cards have been 
pulled and the mats are covered with peas! This princess will never get any sleep!

/


Picture Cards
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Climb to the Castle
Idea: life science (Jack and the Beanstalk)

This whimsical activity combines literature and science! After a read-aloud of a classic version of Jack and the 
Beanstalk, have each child color and cut out a copy of the castle provided. Next, have her glue cotton batting to the 
bottom of the castle so the batting resembles clouds. Help her securely tape the castle to a wooden skewer or thin 
dowel. Next, have her plant pole bean seeds in a plastic pot and then insert the castle into the soil. When the seeds 
sprout, help her wind the vines around the skewer. Soon it will look just like the beanstalk going up to the giant's 
castle!

/
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Fee, Fie, Foe, Fum!
Idea: beginning sound /f/ (Jack and the Beanstalk)

Read aloud a classic version of the story Jack and the Beanstalk. After the story, remind little ones that the giant 
said the nonsense words "Fee, Fie, Foe, Fum." Have students say the phrase with you, prompting them to listen to 
the /f/ sound at the beginning of each word. Next, say the couplet shown below. Then say one of the suggested 
words. If the word begins with /f/, have students give a thumbs-up and if the word does not, a thumbs-down. Repeat 
the process with the suggested words.

If you hear /f/, raise up your thumb! 
Fee, Fie, Foe, Fum!

/
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Little Pig
(sung to the tune of “She’ll Be Comin’ Round the Mountain”)

Little pig, don’t let the big bad wolf get you!
Little pig, don’t let the big bad wolf get you!
He will blow the [straw] house down.
He will blow it to the ground!
Little pig, don’t let the big bad wolf get you!

Second verse: Replace the underlined word with stick.

Third verse:
Little pig, that big bad wolf will not get you!
Little pig, that big bad wolf will not get you!
He won’t blow that brick house down.
He won’t blow it to the ground!
Little pig, that big bad wolf will not get you!

Lead students in singing this song to 
review story events! In advance, use the 
provided patterns to make stick puppets 
of the characters and houses in the 
story. Then give the props to students, 
prompting them to hold up the puppets 
appropriately when the pigs, wolf, and 
various houses are mentioned. If desired, 
place the puppets in your reading area for 
youngsters to use independently.

Little Pig
Three Little Pigs Song



The Three Little Pigs Pattern
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The Three Little Pigs Patterns
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So Many Piggies!
Center: making sets of three (The Three Little Pigs)

This math center is simple and fun! Gather a large supply of pink pom-poms (pigs) and place them in a tub. Then 
place the tub at a center. Also provide a supply of number 3 cards. To begin, read aloud the classic story The Three 
Little Pigs. Then, during center time, prompt youngsters to visit the center and spread the cards on the floor. 
Encourage them to place three little pigs on each card. When each card has a set of three pigs, have students count 
how many sets they've made!

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

/


What Do You See?
Idea: identifying bugs

Setup: Give each child a copy of the bug cards and a 3" x 18" paper strip accordion-folded to make six booklet 
pages. Also provide crayons, scissors, and glue. Prior to the activity, read aloud Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do 
You See? by Bill Martin Jr. and Eric Carle.

A youngster colors the bugs as desired. Then he cuts out the cards and glues each one to a different booklet page. 
Naming the bug on the first page, an adult helper titles the booklet "[Bug, Bug], What Do You See?" Then the child 
narrates his wordless picture book, modeling his words after the text in Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?

/


Bug Cards
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Bug, Bug, Rug!
Rhyming Idea

Gather students in a circle and give one child a small plastic bug. Have the child walk around the outside of the 
circle touching the shoulder of each child with the bug and saying, "Bug" each time he does so. When desired, 
instead of touching a shoulder, he drops the bug into a child's lap. Prompt the child on the floor to say a word that 
rhymes with bug. Then have her take a turn at walking around the circle!

/
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Five Little Bugs
[Five] little bugs upon the ground, 
Very small and very round. 
One little bug flew in the air.
Now how many bugs do you see there?

You’ll get lots of giggles with this fun five frame 
activity and chant! Gather a small group of children 
and give each child a copy of the five frame provided. 
Have each child put a pom-pom (bug) on each space. 
Then recite the rhyme below, prompting students to 
remove a bug from the right side of the five frame 
and toss it up in the air. Have students count the 
number of bugs left and the number of spaces on the 
five frame. Continue in the same way, until there are 
zero bugs left on the five frame.

Five Little Bugs
Bug Chant and Math Activity



Five Frame Patterns
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Bugs Aplenty!
Idea: naming an amount at a glance

How many bugs are on the floor? Your youngsters practice telling you without counting! Gather four plastic bugs (or 
pom-poms to represent bugs). Also gather a piece of fabric or a placemat. Gather youngsters around the fabric. 
Have students close their eyes as you place two bugs beneath the fabric. Then have them open their eyes and 
prompt them to say, "Bugs aplenty, bugs galore—how many bugs are on the floor?" Whisk the fabric off the bugs 
and call on a child to tell you how many bugs he sees. (Don't have the child touch and count the bugs.) Confirm the 
number by touching and counting. Then repeat the game with different amounts.

/


Math Mat and Activity Cards
Idea: counting, number sets, comparing sets, number combinations, ordinal numbers

Print and cut out the ladybug and number cards. Use the mat and cards to provide a variety of hands-on math skill 
practice, including counting, number sets, comparing sets, number combinations, and ordinal numbers.

/
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Learning Centers Club®



Ladybug and Number Cards

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15
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Here Comes the Alphabet!
(sung to the tune of “When the Saints Go Marching In”)

Oh, when the [A] comes marching in,
Oh, when the [A] comes marching in,
Oh, how I want to find one more [A]
When the [A] comes marching in!

 Put several letter cards in a basket. Invite 
one youngster to take a card from the basket 
and show its letter to her classmates. Join 
students in singing the song, inserting the 
letter name. At the conclusion of the song, 
ask students to look around the room for 
examples of the letter. Repeat. 

Here Comes 
the Alphabet!

I see an A 
on the door.

I see an A 
on the door.

Letter Match Song
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Clapping for Letters
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)

If you see the letter [K], clap your hands. (Clap twice.)
If you see the letter [K], clap your hands. (Clap twice.)
If the letter is not here, there’s no need to shed a tear.
But if you see the letter [K], clap your hands! (Clap twice.)

 Display two or more letter cards. Lead 
students in singing the song, inserting in the 
song one letter from a displayed card. Follow 
up the song by asking a volunteer to point 
to the named letter. Then replace the cards 
on display and repeat the activity. For a more 
challenging activity, insert in the song a letter 
that is not on display.

Clapping for 
Letters

Bb

Kk

Tt

Bb
Kk

Tt

Letter Recognition Song
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Whose Name?
(sung to the tune of “Do You Know the Muffin Man?”)

Whose name starts with letter [B],
With letter [B], with letter [B]?
Whose name starts with letter [B]?
[B, B, B, B, B, B]!

Melanie Mills
The Preschool of Whitehouse  
 United Methodist Church
Whitehouse, NJ

In advance, gather letter cards to represent 
the beginning letters in your students’ names. 
Place the cards in a bag. Pull out a card and 
have students identify the letter. (For a less 
challenging option, hold up name cards instead 
of letter cards) Then lead students in singing 
the song shown. Prompt the child (or children) 
whose name begins with that letter to jump up 
and then sit down. Continue with the remaining 
letter cards. 

Whose Name?
Student Name Song My name 

begins with B!

My name 
begins with B!
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Learning My Letters
(sung to the tune of “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad”)

I’ve been learning all my letters
From A to letter Z.
I’ve been learning all my letters.
Listen up and you will see.
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
I, J, K, L, M, N,
O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V,
W, X, Y, Z.

Won’t you sing with me?
Won’t you sing with me?
Won’t you sing the alphabet with me?
Won’t you sing with me?
Won’t you sing with me?
Oh, sing the alphabet with me!

Students sing a different sort of alphabet 
song with this catchy tune! In advance, 
gather alphabet letter cards and place 
them in your pocket chart in order. Lead 
students in identifying the letters. Then 
lead them through the song, pointing to 
each letter as you sing. When students are 
comfortable with the song, have student 
volunteers point to the letters as you lead 
the class in singing the song.

Learning My 
Letters

Alphabet Song



Picking Flowers
Idea: sorting, counting

Before gathering youngsters for this circle time activity, place a variety of colorful flower cutouts (see the provided 
patterns) around the classroom—making sure there is one cutout per student and some extras. Lead students in 
singing the song as each child takes a turn picking a flower. Next, name a type or color of flower. Ask students 
holding this flower to stand before their classmates. Then lead the group in counting the total number of flowers for 
that category. Continue with each remaining category of flowers.

(sung to the tune of "The More We Get Together")
I'm off to get a flower, a flower, a flower. 
I'm off to get a flower, a flower for me!

/
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Watering Time
Center: number identification

At this math center, junior gardeners name numbers as they pretend to water flowers. Program flower cutouts with 
numbers (see the pattern provided). Arrange the cutouts in your math center. Attach blue curling ribbon or crepe 
paper strips to an empty watering can and place the can near the flowers. As a youngster waters each flower, she 
names its number. When each flower has been watered, her job is done.

/


Flower Pattern
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All in a Row
Idea: color recognition, ordinal numbers

For this group activity, display a row of large, different-color pom-poms (or flower cutouts). Say the chant, inserting 
an appropriate color word. Have a volunteer identify the pom-pom of the matching color. Then ask "Who knows its 
place in the row?" Call on another child to name the appropriate ordinal number. Repeat. When the color and 
placement of each pom-pom has been identified, scramble the pom-poms and play some more!

So many flowers in a row. 
Find a [yellow] one. 
Ready, set, go!

/


A Colorful Bouquet
Idea: color recognition, graphing, comparing numbers of objects

Showcase a colorful bouquet of artificial flowers that contains one flower per child. Place a blank graph on the floor 
or attach one to your wall. Label one graph column for each flower color and provide a stack of paper rectangles to 
be used for graphing.

Have little ones name the different flower colors in the bouquet. Then invite the youngsters to predict 
by a show of hands which flower color appears most often in the bouquet. Show students the graph 
and explain that making a graph of the flower colors can show them. Then one by one, direct each 
child to remove a flower from the bouquet and place a paper rectangle in the corresponding graph 
column. Guide students to identify on the completed graph the flower color that appears most (or 
least) often. Continue with additional questions that encourage language such as more, less, greater 
than, fewer, and equal to.

/


Name Matching sets to numbers

  Cut. 

 
1

2 3 4
5

 Count.

  Glue to match.

In Full Bloom
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I Think I Can, I Think I Can!
Idea to use with The Little Engine That Could by Watty Piper

The power of optimism is on full display in The Little Engine That Could by Watty Piper. Put a blue engine cutout 
(see the provided pattern) and a stack of construction paper rectangles (boxcars) in your circle time area. Then 
gather little ones for an oral reading of the story. At the end of the read-aloud, set the engine cutout on the floor. 
Explain to little ones that you need their help in assembling a train of happy thinking. Give examples of happy and 
unhappy thinking (see the provided suggestions). Invite a youngster to add a boxcar to the train for each example of 
happy thinking. Choo, choo! 

Happy/Unhappy Thinking Examples

I think I can!—I can't do that!

I'm getting better!—I'll never get better.

I'm not giving up!—I give up.

How could I make a new friend?—I don't have any friends.

I'll try my best!—Why even try?

I know I can!—I know I can't.

I'm going to keep trying.—I'm done trying.

/
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Count to Ten and Try Again
(sung to the tune of “She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain”)

If you’re having trouble putting on your shoe,
Or if cutting is so very hard for you,
Just stop and count to ten.
Then try all over again.
Happy thoughts are sure to help—this much is true!

Betty Silkunas
Lower Gwynedd Elementary
Ambler, PA

This catchy tune promotes positive thinking and 
actions. Tell little ones about times you’ve struggled 
to accomplish a goal or learn something new. 
Emphasize that the best thing to do when the 
going gets tough is to keep on trying. Sing the song 
with students—then practice counting from one 
to ten and sing the song again! Invite students to 
talk about things they would like to do better. As a 
positive reminder, post the numerals one through 
ten on a classroom wall where students can see 
and touch them. 

Count to Ten 
and Try Again

1, 2, 3…



Finding the Silver Lining
Idea: encouraging optimism

Encourage little ones to find the good in situations with a sparkly prop. To make the prop, cut two identical cloud 
shapes from white construction paper. Glue a larger sheet of foil between the cutouts and then trim the foil. Attach 
the cutout to one end of a paint or craft stick.

Use the prop to introduce the phrase every cloud has a silver lining. Explain that the phrase is a reminder that even 
when a situation or an event seems bad, you can find something sparkly and good about it if you look for it. One 
example is missing a parent while at school. What's the silver lining? You get to be with your teacher and friends! 
Ask students what the silver lining could be when outdoor play is canceled due to a rainstorm or a best friend 
chooses to play with another classmate. Pass the prop to each youngster, who offers a silver lining for an event. 
Continue to incorporate the prop into situations and discussions throughout the year.

/
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Name

Directions  1) Point to the otter. Color it brown. 2) Color the frog green; then draw black speckles on it. 3) Point to the object at the bottom of the pond whose name begins with /b/. Cross out the object. 
4) Draw three fish swimming in the pond. 5) Color the rest of the picture as you like.

Listen for directions.

Pond Pals
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Note to the teacher: Read aloud the theme title. Then name each picture and invite youngsters to describe how it does or does not relate to a pond. Have 
a child circle each picture that can be related to a pond and cross out each picture that cannot. The computer and the lamp do not relate to a pond. Less 
obvious pictures that do relate to a pond are the loaf of bread (sometimes fed to ducks at a pond) and the fishing pole (people sometimes fish in a pond).

Pond
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Name

Slow Strolling

	 	 Tear.

	 	 Glue.

Note to the teacher: Have	students	tear	different	shades	of	green	construction	paper	scraps	and	glue	them	to	the	turtle’s	shell.



Pond Word Cards
Cards: copying words, sorting, gross-motor skills

Cut out a copy of the word cards provided. Then lead students in a variety of different activities! (See suggestions 
below.)

Place the word cards at your writing center along with a tray of blue rice (pond). Have students use their 
fingers to "write" the words in the pond.

Have students sort the cards into two groups—animals and plants. Then have students re-sort the cards by a 
different attribute, such as "wings" and "no wings."

Place the animal and insect cards in a container. Have a child select a card and name the critter. Then have 
students move to imitate the critter.

/


beaver

cattail dragonfly

duck fish
©The Mailbox®

PondPond

Word Cards
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frog heron

lily pad mosquito

turtle newt

Word Cards
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Thunder!
Idea: counting, making sets

Setup: Place a large cloud cutout in the center of your circle time area. You also need a large die, a container of 
light blue pom-poms (raindrops), and a few pairs of aluminum pie pans (noisemakers).

Seat little ones around the cloud cutout and hand out the pie pans in pairs. Announce a number. 
Have the children take turns rolling the die and placing a matching number of raindrops on the cloud. 
When the number of raindrops matches the announced number, it's time for some thunder! Direct 
every student with pie pans to bang them together to make thunder-like noise. Repeat the activity 
until every child has an opportunity to roll the die, contribute raindrops, and make thunderous noises.

/
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Look Out, Frog!
(sung to the tune of “Three Blind Mice”)

Look out, frog! Look out, frog!
Please beware. Please beware.
A [snake] is hungry. 
It’s looking for you.
If you aren’t careful, it will eat you too.
It’s part of life—we know this to be true.
Look out, frog! 

Mary Ann Craven
Fallbrook United Methodist Christian School
Fallbrook, CA 

Setup: Cut out one frog card and one predator card for 
each student (see the provided patterns). Partially hide 
the frog cards within a limited classroom area. Stack the 
predator cards facedown in your circle time  area.  

Remind students that the food they eat gives them 
energy. Explain that wild animals get energy from the 
food they eat too. Draw a predator card. Introduce the 
predator. Tell students this animal eats frogs. Ask, “Who 
wants to hunt down a frog for this animal’s lunch?” 
While a volunteer searches for a frog card, lead the 
group in singing the song shown, inserting the name of 
the predator. Pair the predator card with the found frog 
card and then draw another predator card. Continue 
play until every predator card is paired with a frog card.

Look Out, Frog!
Idea: food chain game



Frog Cards
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Predator Cards

bat
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heron
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fish
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raccoon
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snake
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swan
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Ding-Dong
Idea: letter-sound association

Setup: Display in your circle time area a tagboard door prop like the one shown. Also cut apart a copy of the 
provided picture cards. Hide one card behind the door.

Ask a volunteer to ring the doorbell. Lead the group in saying, "Ding-dong! Ding-dong! What's behind our D door?" 
Emphasize each /d/ sound. Next, ask a question that names the hidden picture and another picture that begins with 
a different sound. For example, ask, "Is it a deer or a pig?" Invite a volunteer to call the name of the hidden picture. 
Then have him open the door to check his answer. Repeat for each remaining picture card.

/


Cards: Beginning Sound /d/
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Bunches of Butterflies
(sung to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”)

Butterflies fly all around,
Fluttering without a sound.
Their small wings are colored bright,
Flashing in the warm sunlight.
Butterflies fly through the air,
In the garden—everywhere! 

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Setup: Attach six clothespins to a makeshift clothesline. Place an 
outline of a large flower on the floor and cut apart 12 butterfly 
cards (see the provided cards). Get one large die.

Begin each round of play with a sing-along of the provided 
butterfly song. Roll the die and lead students in counting the 
number of dots rolled. Direct a matching number of volunteers 
to each clip a butterfly to the clothesline. Roll the die a second 
time. Again lead students in counting the number of dots rolled. 
This time have a matching number of volunteers each lay a 
butterfly on the flower. Ask questions such as “How many 
butterflies are in the air?” “How many butterflies are on the 
flower?” “Are there more butterflies in the air or on the flower?” 
and “How many butterflies are there in all?” Then remove the 
butterflies and begin a new round of play.

Bunches of 
Butterflies

Idea: counting, comparing 
numbers of objects



Butterfly Cards
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Butterfly Cards
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Tweet, Tweet!
Center: number identification, making sets

Youngsters may be surprised to find out that robin eggs are a beautiful blue! To prepare this math center that also 
builds fine-motor skills, fill a tub with brown paper shreds. Label each of several coffee filters with a different number 
and gently push each coffee-filter nest into the paper shreds. Provide a container of light blue pom-poms (eggs) and 
a spoon. A student spoons eggs into each nest to match its number.

Tip: Show students an online photograph of a nest of robin eggs.

/


Puddle Play
Center: puddles

Little ones love to play in puddles, but do they know how puddles are made? Put several rocks in the bottom of a 
bucket, making sure there are places where the bottom of the bucket shows through. Also fill a spray bottle mister 
with water. Ask students to explain what a puddle is. Find out when and where they remember seeing puddles. 
Direct students to peek inside the bucket. Ask, "Do you see any puddles?" (No.) Show students the spray bottle. 
Ask, "Could we use this mister to make puddles in the bucket?" Accept all responses. Then have each child take a 
turn spraying water into the bottom of the bucket. Continue until puddles begin to form. Recap by asking little ones to 
explain how the puddles in the bottom of the bucket were made.

/


Pom-Pom Pool
Game Center: counting, making sets

This take on the game of pool is sure to attract plenty of players! To make pockets, use masking tape to dangle a 
plastic cup from each side and corner of a tabletop. Label each pocket with a different number. Put a supply of pom-
pom balls—any sizes and colors will do—in the middle of the table. To take a turn, a child uses a plastic straw to tap 
a pom-pom into a pocket. When a pocket holds the correct number of pom-pom balls, no more are to be added. The 
game is over when each pocket holds the correct number of pom-poms.

/


Up, Up, and Away
Center: beginning sound /b/

The ticket to this hot-air balloon ride is naming pictures that begin with /b/! Cut apart one set of the provided center 
cards. To prepare for takeoff, a child names the picture on each cloud card and sets aside any that do not begin with 
/b/. He scatters the remaining cards at the center. Then he moves the hot-air balloon card from cloud to cloud, 
naming each picture as he goes. What a ride!

/
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A Tisket, a Tasket
Basket Craft for May Day or Mother's Day

This easy-to-make basket is perfect for a May Day or Mother's Day gift.

Materials for one:

disposable paper bowl

12" pipe cleaner (handle)

foam brush

paint

paper strips

glue

Directions:

1. Staple the pipe cleaner handle to the bowl.

2. Paint the inside and rim of the bowl.

3. Squeeze a trail of glue around the bowl rim.

4. Press paper strips onto the glue.

Tip: Help each child write and decorate a message that can be folded and delivered inside her basket. Or fill the 
baskets with individually wrapped candies or tea bags.

Carrie Theesfeld 
A to Z Learning Center and Daycare 
Waterloo, IA

/


Lots and Lots of Seeds
Discovery Center: seeds

Since April showers bring May flowers, May is the perfect time to sprout an interest in seeds! Collect a variety of 
unopened seed packets. Open each packet, tape a few seeds to the outside of the packet, and pour the remaining 
seeds into a bowl. To set up the center, secure a large piece of clear Con-tact covering—sticky-side up—on a 
tabletop. Line the edges of the paper with the prepared seed packets; then scatter your collection of seeds onto the 
sticky paper. Provide hand magnifiers.

Ask little ones to compare the different shapes and sizes of the seeds. Also encourage them to visually match seeds 
to their corresponding packets. Continue to guide the investigation with questions such as the following:

Do only large items grow from large seeds?

How many colors of seeds do you see?

Do the seeds that grow vegetables (or fruits) look different from the seeds that grow flowers?

Do the seeds that grow [color] flowers look alike?

Angela Lenker 
Montgomery Early Learning Centers 
Pottstown, PA

/
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LITTLE BEE BUZZES

Materials for one:
copy of the booklet pages and patterns, cut out
crayons
craft stick
glue stick

Directions:
 1. Write your name on the booklet cover. Color the hive cutout. Glue the cutout to the front cover 

where shown to create a pocket. Color booklet page one. 
 2. Color the remaining booklet pages. Make the drawing on booklet page six look like you!
 3. Glue the booklet pages together where indicated, using the symbol guides to match the pages.
 4. Accordion-fold the booklet, keeping the cover on top. 
 5. Color the bee cutout. Glue the cutout to one end of the craft stick. Store the bee puppet in the hive 

pocket on the front cover. 

Positional Word Booklet
Your little bees will be buzzing with excitement as they make and 

read this foldout booklet! 

Little Bee Buzzes

by

Little Bee buzzes over

1

under

2

up

3

down

5

on

6

and   around   !

4

Pete

How to use tHe booklet:
A child removes the puppet from the hive pocket. As he unfolds the booklet 
one page at a time, he guides the puppet along the dotted line. He uses the 
picture clues and words to tell the story of the bee’s flight.
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Little Bee Buzzes

Glue hive here.

Booklet Cover and Page

by ______________________

Little Bee buzzes over

1
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6

and around!

Booklet Page 6 and Patterns

hive

bee



Crackers for Quackers
Idea: counting

These ducks will love unique crackers for their snack! In advance, place a blue sheet of paper on the floor so it 
resembles a pond. Then place duck cutouts on the pond. (See the patterns provided.) Provide a container of puzzle 
pieces (crackers). A child rolls a die and counts the dots. Then she counts out a matching number of crackers and 
tosses them to the ducks.

/
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Duck Patterns



Hot Pot
Idea: gross-motor skills

Have your little cooks stand in a circle. Remove one student (the head chef) from the circle and have him stand with 
his back to the remaining students. Hand a cook a two-handled pot. Have him twist his body to pass the pot to the 
next cook. Have youngsters continue to pass the pot until the head chef says " Hot pot!" The cook holding the pot 
switches places with the head chef and play continues.

/


Wow-Worthy Weaving!
Idea: fine-motor skills

This simple weaving activity will be a favorite with your students! Provide a variety of kitchen cooking racks along 
with lengths of yarn and ribbon and strips of craft foam. Youngsters visit the area and weave the items through the 
cooling racks. The result is a very colorful piece of temporary art!

Suzanne Moore 
Tucson, AZ

/


Silver and Gold!
Process Art Activity

This gorgeous process art sparkles and shines! Gather black construction paper and a variety of items that can be 
used for metallic mark-making and collage, such as silver and gold gel pens, glitter pens, paints, aluminum foil 
pieces, paper, and ribbon. Draw and make marks on the paper and add metallic collage elements. Simply stunning!

/


Cool Collage
Mosaic Craft

This adaptable project will go with any theme being studied in the classroom.

Materials for one:

paper scraps, such as scrapbook paper, gift wrap, and magazine pages

large die-cut shape, such as a dinosaur or a butterfly

scissors

paintbrush

glue

Setup:
Cut the scraps into different shapes and sizes.

Art process:

1. Brush glue on the shape.

2. Press paper scraps on the glue. (When the glue is dry, trim any excess paper from the edges.)

/


Dragonflies and Cattails
Pond Craft

Shaving cream and glue give these crafty cattails dimension!

Materials for one:

nonmentholated shaving cream

3 green straws

12" x 18" white construction paper

brown and green construction paper scraps

plastic spoon

brown and purple paint

glue

black marker

Setup:
Mix equal parts of brown paint and white glue. Then add shaving cream.

Steps:

1. Spoon three blobs of the shaving cream mixture on the paper. Shape the blobs so they resemble cattails. 
Allow the mixture to dry.

2. Glue a straw below each cattail.

3. Tear the paper scraps to make leaves and tall grass and then glue them around the cattails.

4. Above the cattails, draw two sets of connecting circles (dragonfly bodies). Draw antennae on each body.

5. Dip your thumb in purple paint and make prints beside the bodies so they resemble wings.

/
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Whether the forecast calls for a drizzle or a 
downpour, this little ditty delivers a fun review 
of body parts! Begin by asking students to name 
different types of rain gear, such as raincoats, 
ponchos, boots, and rain hats. Then join students in 
putting on imaginary rain gear. Sing the song several 
times, changing the underlined body part each time. 
During each rendition, lead students in pretending 
to wipe away raindrops on the named body part. 
When your review is complete, remember to 
remove your rain gear! 

Drip, Drop!
Body-Parts Awareness Song

Drip, Drop!
(sung to the tune of “She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain”)

There are raindrops falling down upon my [head].
There are raindrops falling down upon my [head].
Rain is falling down on me.
I am getting wet, you see.
There are raindrops falling down upon my [head].

Continue with additional body parts, 
 such as the following: face, cheek, 
 chin, neck, arm, leg, knee, nose, 
 foot, wrist

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH
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My Sweet Mother
(sung to the tune of “Are You Sleeping?”)

My sweet mother, Place hands on hips.
My sweet mother,
I love you. Sign language.
I love you. Sign language.
You are always caring. Pretend to draw heart on chest. 
And you’re always sharing. Extend arms forward, palms up.
I love you. Sign language.
I love you. Sign language.

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Make plans to feature this heartwarming action song 
during a Mother’s Day gathering. To inform mothers 
and other caregivers of your celebration, fill out 
the provided invitation online. Have each student 
add colorful decorations to a copy of the invitation 
before taking it home. On the day of the event, invite 
students to share sweet things about their mothers 
and caregivers. 

To fill out the online form, click the print button, 
type in your information, and print. 

My Sweet 
Mother

Mother’s Day Song
I

you

love

I love you
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Please plan to join us on

 , 

at 

We look forward to seeing you! 

Love,

You are invited to our

Mother’s Day celebration!

day date

time
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Everybody, Clap Your Hands!
Everybody, clap your hands.
Clap ’em high.
Clap ’em low.
To the left,
To the right,
To the front,
Out of sight.
Shake ’em, shake ’em, 
Nice and slow.
Our day is done.
It’s time to go!

Toya Williams
Suffolk, VA

Here’s a fun way to wrap up the school day in 
an orderly way! Keep a container of craft sticks 
labeled with student names. Gather little ones 
together at the end of the day and remove 
five sticks from the container. Ask each of four 
youngsters to tell the class a favorite part of the 
day. Ask the fifth child to help you lead this end-of-
the-day chant. Each day, set aside the removed 
sticks until no sticks remain. Then return all the 
sticks to the container. Clap, clap!

Everybody, Clap 
Your Hands!

End-of-the-Day Chant



Storytime: Literacy Ideas for Teachers®
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In the Tall, 
Tall Grass
Written and illustrated by Denise Fleming

 A crunchin’, munchin’ caterpillar takes readers on a dawn-
to-dusk journey through the tall, tall grass.

Critters in the Grass
Understand the relationship between  

illustrations and the story
Hopping, flying, gliding, and crawling—the caterpillar see lots 
of different critters in the grass. Revisit the illustrations. Guide 
students to find the caterpillar in each colorful spread and notice 
how the pictures convey the passing of day to night. Encourage 
youngsters to imagine themselves as tiny caterpillars making their 
way through the tall, tall grass in their own backyards or other 
favorite grassy spots. 

To make a class booklet of tall, tall grass adventures, help 
each child write what she might see on a copy of the provided 
booklet page. Ask her to complete the picture to create a self-
likeness and add grass-like details. Then have her turn the paper 
over, draw what she sees in the grass, and sign her name. Bind the 
students’ pages between construction paper covers. 

Story in a Bag
Retell a story

These story props make retelling the caterpillar’s tale for family and 
friends a cinch! To make a bag, fringe-cut a strip of green construction 
paper. Glue the resulting grass at the bottom edge of a folded paper 
lunch bag. Next, color the story characters on a copy of the story bag 
patterns. Cut apart the cards. Glue the title card and the caterpillar card 
to the front of the bag and drop the remaining cards inside. To retell the 
story, a child removes the cards one at time and uses the picture clue to 
name the critter the caterpillar sees.

In the 

Tall, Tall

Grass

by

Denise Fleming

caterpillar
hummingbird

snake

rabbit



Story Bag Patterns

hummingbird bee

bird ant

snake mole

beetle frog

rabbit firefly

bat caterpillar

In the 
Tall, Tall
Grass

by
Denise Fleming
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caterpillar

In the 

Tall, Tall

Grass

by

Denise Fleming

caterpillar
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In the tall, tall grass, what do I see?

I see a ____________________________ looking at me!
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	 Paper-Plate	Bird	
Supplies:
white paper plate
colorful construction paper triangle (beak)
colorful pom-pom
colorful paint
paintbrush
glue

Setup:
 Cut the plate into a bird shape.

Steps:
 1. Paint the plate (bird). 
 2. Glue the beak to the bird.
 3. Glue a pom-pom (eye) to the bird.

 It’s easy to keep track of your flock with this attendance display! After each child makes a paper-plate 
bird (see below), write her name on it and attach the hook side of a Velcro fastener to the back.  Also 
attach for each child the loop side of a Velcro fastener to a large nest cutout.  As each child arrives at 
school, she attaches her bird to the nest.

Feathered Friends Display

Darius

Carlo

Sara

Christophe
r

Gordon

Shelly
C

helsea
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